
=======================================================================
======== 
 
Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: BUCH. GOES FLACCID        
Posted: June 12,1996  22:29:56 
To: PATRICK EDABURN (TXWU32A) 
From: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
 
You're the little Dutch boy sticking his finger in a dike.   
I'm the engineer erecting a whole new system for when your   
dike finally collapses.                                      
 
Bulletin ID: EZA960612222956CHHL71ATXWU32A 
 
=======================================================================
======== 
 
Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: BUCH. GOES FLACCID        
Posted: June 12,1996  15:01:05 
To: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
From: PATRICK EDABURN (TXWU32A) 
 
Actually, while you are out there fighting for an amendment  
that will never pass, I am out there preventing abortions    
from occuring by helping to provide alternatives.            
                                                             
You see, for me saving the baby is the issue, not pushing a  
hopeless amendment                                           
 
Bulletin ID: EZA960612150105TXWU32ACHHL71A 
 
=======================================================================
======== 
 
Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: BUCH. GOES FLACCID        
Posted: June 12,1996  01:26:21 
To: JILLENE NEWELL (XHHR35C) 
From: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
 
Are you a glutton for punishment, or do you really like my p 
one?                                                         
 
Bulletin ID: EZA960612012621CHHL71AXHHR35C 
 
=======================================================================
======== 
 
Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: BUCH. GOES FLACCID        
Posted: June 12,1996  01:18:40 
To: PATRICK EDABURN (TXWU32A) 
From: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
 
If nobody is more pro-life than you, that explains why the   



movement is in such sad shape.                               
                                                             
Even Doctors who kill babies for a living would take         
extraordinary efforts to save a born life, (provided, of     
course, that life has adequate health insurance,) so that    
abortionist is on a higher moral ground than those           
defeatists who would surreder the innocent at the first sign 
of a roadblock.                                              
                                                             
If the conservative movement is so thinly stretched, as you  
infer, that energy is considered "wasted" for trying to save 
a life that will never live again, then they might as well   
give up all pretense they have to being the Nation's natural 
governors, and go to bed with Mammon.                        
 
Bulletin ID: EZA960612011840CHHL71ATXWU32A 
 
=======================================================================
======== 
 
Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: BUCH. GOES FLACCID        
Posted: June 11,1996  13:32:13 
To: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
From: PATRICK EDABURN (TXWU32A) 
 
Folks,                                                       
                                                             
There is nobody who is more pro-life than me, but we are     
wasting energy on the pro-life Amendment, as it will NEVER   
be passed. It only takes 14 of the 50 states to block an     
amendment, since 3/4th must ratify. That means that if in    
14 states just one of the two houses of the legislature      
refuse to ratify, the amendment dies. Looking at the         
Northeast and Pacific states, it is easy to get those 14     
roadblocks.                                                  
                                                             
Better to focus energy on discouraging abortions, providing  
adoptions, etc. Waisting venom and energy on a hopeless      
fight while at the same time conceeding a winnable battle    
does little good for the unborn.                             
                                                             
Let's grow up and focus on stopping abortions, not on        
getting this 'holy' amendment.                               
 
Bulletin ID: EZA960611133213TXWU32ACHHL71A 
 
=======================================================================
======== 
 
Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: BUCH. GOES FLACCID        
Posted: June 11,1996  13:04:27 
To: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
From: JILLENE NEWELL (XHHR35C) 
 
  Boy, that was corny!  Try something else.                  



 
Bulletin ID: EZA960611130427XHHR35CCHHL71A 
 
=======================================================================
======== 
 
Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: BUCH. GOES FLACCID        
Posted: June 11,1996  01:30:36 
To: JESSE WAGNER II (JRSW64B) 
From: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
 
It was Cromwell, I believe,  who said "Have faith and        
patience, but keep your powder dry."                         
 
Bulletin ID: EZA960611013036CHHL71AJRSW64B 
 
=======================================================================
======== 
 
Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: BUCH. GOES FLACCID        
Posted: June 11,1996  01:13:32 
To: PATRICK DAVIS (QEMU07A) 
From: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
 
Well, it appears Pat had a nice chat with Bob and decided to 
"go native," become a politician, and work on his suntan in  
hell.                                                        
                                                             
So much for the hockey season.                               
 
Bulletin ID: EZA960611011332CHHL71AQEMU07A 
 
=======================================================================
======== 
 
Board: NEWS BB 
Subject: BUCH. GOES FLACCID        
Posted: June 10,1996  00:29:07 
To: ALL 
From: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A) 
 
Pat Buchanan has just been Baptized into the Church of       
Temporary Political Expediency (and Eternal Damnation,)      
Bob Dole, Minister.  The Sacrament was simple.  All he had   
to do was endorse his party's recent sell-out of the babies, 
as the GOP pushes the self destruct button while it severs   
its last link to Political Morality.  No longer do Republi-  
cans see the world in sharp etchings of good and evil, but   
now see (and respect) subtle shadings of right and wrong,    
just like the liberals.                                      
                                                             
Used to be abortion was an obvious evil, defined as such in  
the Party Platform, but now in an attempt to placate fleshly 
professional politicians like Wilson, Whitman and Weld, the  
Man-who-would-be-President has inspired Pat to forgo his     



principles & assist in a bald-faced attempt to assume power  
AT ANY COST,(including the lives of a million pre-born babes 
a year!  For what- forty pieces of silver and a prime time   
speech?                                                      
                                                             
There can't be room for opposing viewpoints in the Party     
Platform any more than there can be "good" abortions or that 
a woman can be "just a little bit pregnant."  Its an all or  
nothing issue.  Once a baby is killed he or she is dead      
forever.  A cardinal rule of politics has been violated:     
Never compromise when you're right because in so doing you   
take away from your strength while adding to your opponents' 
strength.  The Party that is right is then seen as           
retreating from the Party that is wrong, and thus loses its  
credibility to defend a whole range of similar positions.    
                                                             
NEVER FORGET it was Ronald Reagan running on the 1980 GOP    
Platform who advised us:  "If we are to err on the issue of  
abortion isn't it better to err on the side of life?"        
                                                             
Already the wolves are circling.  Colin Powell was described 
in the New York Times  (6/9/96) as "for once, Powell doesn't 
reject a run for Vice President," and quotes him: "Oh,       
everybody's heard me speak to this subject, but I'm sure the 
Senator and I will have many conversations in the months     
ahead."  That's a big "but," but if it pans out the          
Republicans will gain the White House but lose their soul.   
(If Marlowe were alive today perhaps he'd write "Dr. Dole."  
                                                             
The Specter of Nelson Rockefeller is haunting the GOP.  The  
wealthy aristocrat and willing tool of the Wall Street       
ruling class, who died with his pants down, signed the first 
"law" allowing abortion and the deaths of 6,000,000+ babies  
followed.  I guess Pat is now a Rockefeller Republican too   
 
Bulletin ID: EZA960610002907CHHL71A 
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======== 
 


